The Language & Metaphors of Faith Development
In what way does faith grow? What might a mature faith look like?

“ we will grow to become in every respect the mature

There is somewhere to go, and it has to be
God who takes us there

Body of Christ” Ephesians 4:15

One benefit of looking at faith development is the increased
sense that my journey means something, if fits into universal,
ancient observable patterns, albeit my journey is also totally
unique. And that it can and does go somewhere. There is
development and movement, the scenery of faith is likely to
change. “When I was a child, I spoke like a child. I thought like a
child. I understood like a child.” (1 Cor. 13:11). Expressions,
posture and perceptions change, sometimes uncomfortably, with
theologies and community playing a significant role. Writers
have expressed the heart of adult faith development as ...
an invitation to move beyond pre-critical or conventional
expressions of Christian faith, through an experience of
From

transition involving conflict, and into a post-critical or post-
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conventional faith.
They observe that at each stage of life comes a task – a challenge

Questions

to grow in some particular way. Its attendant faith development
does not follow a straight line. We may become stuck due to
hurts and disappointments. We may even retreat. Writers
frequently stress that faith development language such as ‘stages
of faith’ do not suggest hierarchy and should not attract value
judgments - their value outweighs such understandable
reticence. They describe rather than prescribe and have nuance
and subtlety.
Such movements are a struggle and are often resisted or
misunderstood. Having language that names and describes the
faith journey is reassuring and leads to cooperation and not
uncommonly awe. These transitions may be described in
metaphorical terms, as ‘a shipwreck’ (Parks), ‘walking through

In Rilke’s poem the swan’s ungainly gait on land

desert’ (Ricoeur), a ‘pit’ (Brueggemann), ‘wall’ (Guelich). They

reminds us of our awkward walk in life and the

are often raw and jarring experiences. Phases and stages are

nervous letting down into waters of belonging, but

reinterpreted by some as ‘styles’ (Streib), ‘dimensions’ (Keen),

also then of the possibility of unforced natural
rythms.The unseen or partially seen presence

‘zones’ (Thompson) or as rings of a tree.

alongside, in Flower boat Odilon Redon sagely
reminds us that we are not alone and our seasoned
Guide has been here before with countless pilgrims.
You might like to ask if you see Jesus in the boat with
you? Or sit with him and see where that takes you?

Such faith phases can go hand in hand with life transitions and
the Spirit of God who indwells and guides the soul’s journey. It’s
not all up to us. It’s not all about effort, and pass or fail
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Or think of a previous stage of faith and visualize him
there with you.
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